sGRB ver 116b of 2020 Feb 14 run on 2021-12-20 14:27:27
T0 = 661695904.064000 = 2021-12-20 12:24:59.064000
Algr: 5: P01 of F0001: glg_tte_b0_211220_12z_v00

Counts per bin

27 to 983 keV

Counts per bin

26 to 977 keV

Counts per bin

27 to 975 keV

Counts per bin

27 to 982 keV

1.024 s bins. T0 = MET 661695904.064000
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Counts per bin

27 to 1000 keV

Counts per bin

26 to 984 keV

Counts per bin

29 to 982 keV

Counts per bin

27 to 1004 keV

1.024 s bins. T0 = MET 661695904.064000
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counts per bin

113 to 2120 keV

B0

105 to 2121 keV

B1

counts per bin

1.024 s bins. T0 = MET 661695904.064000